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Related Work
 PISA‐III(PrIority‐based path Selection Algorithm)




deals with critical data(extra reliability + short end‐to‐end
delay )
determining the redundancy level which meets the required
reliability of the data

 SMEDRP(Set of Minimum Energy Disjoint Reliable

Paths))




finding a set of minimum energy disjoint reliable paths
polynomial time algorithm
using
i Dijkstra's
Dijk t ' shortest
h t t path
th algorithm
l ith
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Related Work…
 REAR(Reliable Energy Aware Routing)





introducing local node selection, path reservation and path
request broadcasting delay
robust transmission environment at the network layer
providing reliable transmission at the transport layer

 SBRR(Score Based Reliable Routing)





using four factors that affect the routing policy integrated into
tthee notion
ot o o
of Path S
Score
reducing packet loss and packet error
Utilizing a disjoint backup path for every source
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PROPOSED PROTOCOL
DRRR
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DRRR : General Features
a

reliable routing protocol
 classifying data into differentiated classes
 complete set of reliability metrics
 finding the best nodes satisfying the level of
reliability
li bili required
i d by
b d
data
 using a new policy called re‐routing policy in
absence of a suitable next node
allowing the packets of a specific class to be routed as the
packets of another reliability class
 improving the delivery ratio in the whole of the network
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Network Model and Assumption
 Network is represented by a set V of nodes








dist(vi,vj ) as the linear distance between two nodes vi, vjV
the same and spherical transmission power range Prange
N(vi) = {vj : dist(vi,vj )≤ Prange}
Npprogg(vi)= {vj  N(vi) : dist(vj,sink)≤dist(vi,sink )}
prog(vi,vj) , the distance from vi to vj in the direction of sink
nodes are supposed to be stationary
node density is high enough to prevent void situation
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Normal Decision Making
 Using aWin function as a key means to make decision

during routing






Ci's are the coefficients denoting the significance of each
factor
take their absolute value in the interval [[0,1]]
sum of them must be equal to 1

 selecting a suitable node from the neighbors in

direction of sink denoted by Nprog


based on value of Win function
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Normal Decision Making …
 WN




selecting the nodes whose Nprog has more members than
others
let vi , vjNprog(vs) and (n(Nprog(vi)>n(Nprog (vj)
 so vi is more favorite to be the next node than vj

 WL




relevant to the channel error‐rate at node vi
interested in the node with less channel error
error‐rate
rate
the corresponding coefficient CL must be negative
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Normal Decision Making …
 WE



relevant to the residual energy
gy of the node
selecting paths which consist of the sensor nodes with more
residual energy

 WB




relevant to the free buffer size of nodes
forwarding packets to the sensor nodes with less traffic load
interested in the nodes whose free buffer sizes are more than
others
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Normal Decision Making …
 WH
 relevant to the total hop count from the node to the sink
 interested in the path for which the total hop count is less
than other paths
 the corresponding coefficient CH must be negative
 WU
 relevant to the link usage(LU)
 LU is the number of packets forwarded previously by a
specific link
 interested in the path where the link usage parameter is less
than other paths
 the corresponding coefficient CU must be negative
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Normal Decision Making …
 WR





relevant to packet reception ratio
selecting from Nprog( vi) the nodes providing the highest
packet reception ratio
estimated by EWMA(Exponential Weighted Moving Average)
att each
h time
ti
window
i d
 smaller memory footprint
 simpler computational process
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Re‐Routing Policy
 In normal routing


a packet at source node vs travels the entire path in its original
class of reliability like RCx.

 There is not any node which can provide the favorite

reliability class


re‐routing
re
routing policy will be activated

13
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Normal routing without need
of re‐routing policy

The situation where re‐routing
policy
li activation
i i is
i needed
d d
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Re‐Routing Policy…
 The reliability of each single hop of the path denoted by ri


the value of a Win function for each single hop of the path

 The total reliability
y obtained through
g the path
p
denoted byy

rtotal


equals to product of ri s

 The acquired
q
reliabilityy of a p
packet originating
g
g from vs until

reaching vj denoted by rgain (vj)


computing rgain as the product of ris form source node to the node vj

 The
e remaining
e a
g reliability
e a
y value
a ue denoted
de o ed byy rrem ((vj)
 must be provided for the packet in the rest of path from vj to the sink
 the expected total reliability can be visited finally
 computing
p
g rrem as rtotal divided byy rgain
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Re‐Routing Policy…
 The reliability class supported by vj+1 is higher than RCx



the packet will be sent to it
and then in the rest of path from vj+1 to the sink it can shift to
its RCx again.

 DRRR is
i permitted
i d to choose
h
a node
d providing
idi a

reliability class lower than RCx


checking
g to which class the packet
p
mayy be shifted
 the total reliability reduction is compensated in the remaining
path from vj+1to sink
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Re‐Routing Policy…
 The lowest possible reliability which at least vj+1 must

support denoted by λ
 Calculating λ through probability rules
 If the value of λ is reasonable i.e. 0<λ<1


forwarding the packet to the neighbor node supporting the
reliability class which includes λ

 Else there is no way to provide favorite reliability



dropping the packet
forwarding the packet to a node just for increasing total
deliveryy ratio
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
&
CONCLUSION
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
 Network Characteristics

 comparing with three reliable routing protocols for

WSNs




PISA‐III
SBRR
REAR
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 Total Energy Consumption vs. Percentage of Nodes with

High Channel Error‐Rate
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 Packet Delivery Ratio vs. Percentage of Nodes with High

Channel Error‐Rate
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